INVITATION

NETHERLANDS ON PATROL
4-11 April 2022

Dear IPA friends,
IPA Netherlands and the IPA Limburg-Noord branch are organizing the event
“Netherlands On Patrol” from the 4th of April 2022 untill the 11th of April 2022.
Netherlands On Patrol is a follow-up to the successful IPA Netherlands Experience
event that was organized in 2017.
The "Netherlands On Patrol" event is organized to bring young law enforcement
officers from all over the world together. During this week the participating officers are
offered several touristic as well as law enforcement related visits. During this visits
the participants are learning about our country as well as the law enforcement
services in The Netherlands. The participants will be guided all week by young but
experienced police officers and IPA members.

Our goals
The goal of "Netherlands On Patrol " is to bring young officers from different countries
together and show them The Netherlands, both in a touristic as professional
way. Exchanging experiences, learning from each other and creating new friendships
are the key words.

What we offer
IPA Netherlands is providing a place to sleep (including breakfast) and transport.
Transfers from and to nearby airports (Eindhoven, Weeze, Maastricht & Düsseldorf)
and train stations can also be arranged.
IPA Netherlands also offers visits to several police related as well as touristic
locations (all to be planned). During the 2017 edition of the predecessor IPA
Netherlands Experience visits were made to the policeacademy, the SWAT unit, the
marine unit, a police station, the customs, a controlroom, the transportunit and the
city of Amsterdam and many more locations and teams.
The following is included for participants:
- transfer from/to (nearby) airport or train station
- accommodation
- breakfast
- local guides (IPA members)
- transportation to and from excursions
The following costs are for the participant (not included):
- travel (from and to The Netherlands)
- drinking and eating
- entrance to touristic attractions
- Visa fees
- all other costs which are not mentioned.

Participation conditions and registration
IPA members (not older than 40 years) who speak the English language en which
are in active duty, are welcome to sign in for “Netherlands On Patrol ". There is room
for 8 participants.
If interested in participating please send an e-mail to:
multimedia@ipa-nederland.nl and tell us the following data:
 Your name and residence
 Where do you work
 Your IPA membership number
 Your motivation
Each participant will be checked by their national section to ensure the
participant is an active serving IPA member.
For questions, please send us an e-mail at multimedia@ipa-nederland.nl.

Come and enjoy The Netherlands!

#BeOneOfUs

